
What is PureStyle?

DISCOVER PURESTYLE 

To get a look that’s more evenly colored and easier to maintain than an actual 
painted door, there’s no better value than PureStyle. These doors deliver satin-
smooth color—and now, natural-texture wood grains as beautiful as the real 
thing—with the added advantages of superb durability. Here are some of the 
many reasons to love PureStyle!

STABILITY
 The effects of light exposure and aging on 
PureStyle are minimal in comparison to wood 
finished products, as shown above in the four 
outlined areas and proven in our accelerated 
UV testing. PureStyle performs above standard 
requirements in heat resistance testing.

DURABILITY
 The continuous wrap on PureStyle eliminates 
the potential for delamination. Traditional 
finish quality concerns such as roughness, 
peeling and cracking are nonexistent.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
 The detailing options on PureStyle are endless 
due to the technology of the continuous wrap 
of components (all surfaces are wrapped versus 
three sides). PureStyle provides flexibility in 
color, design and style. It is highly uniform in 
color, compared to paint, due to the nature of 
the material.

CARE AND                
MAINTENANCE
PureStyle is resistant to moisture as well as 
stains from common household foods and 
detergents. Thanks to its smooth surface and 
durability, PureStyle is very easy to clean.

KEY FEATURES

Beauty
•   PureStyle doors are available 

in a palette of soft colors 
selected to complement your              
customer's home.

Carefree maintenance
•   Cabinets resist heat, moisture,  

and stains.

•   Food stains are easily removed 
with just a damp cloth.

•   Mitered joints will never split           
or crack.

•   The effects of light exposure and 
aging are minimal compared to 
painted or stained wood.

Respect for the environment
•  Doors are made from a high 

percentage of recycled wood fiber 
materials.

•  The manufacturing process 
meets the requirements for                     
low-formaldehyde emissions.
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Dunemere, Maidstone, Ox Hill

Perry Street, Seal Harbor, Skylands

Turkey Hill, Wainscott, Wellston

Gardner, Tipton


